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17 PL proofs: conjunction and negation

Outside the logic classroom, when we want to convince ourselves that a supposedly valid
inference really is valid, how do we proceed? We rarely use anything like the truth-table
test! Instead we very often try to find an informal proof. In other words, we aim to
derive the desired conclusion by a multi-step argument, chaining together a sequence of
obviously truth-preserving inferences starting from the given premisses.

When working in a formal language we will similarly want to construct formal proofs
to show various inferences are valid. So we now begin work on describing a framework
for constructing proofs inside PL languages. We start with multi-step arguments just
involving conjunctions and negations.

One important point before we begin. We will be laying out proofs in a column-
shifting style which we have already met informally in Chapter 4. We won’t complicate
matters now by considering other options (we can leave that for an Appendix). But we
should stress that there is no single ‘right’ way of laying out natural deduction proofs:
you could very well meet variations and alternatives elsewhere.

17.1 Rules for conjunction

(a) We start by o�cially adopting the following rules for arguing with PL conjunctions,
rules which apply to arbitrary w�s ↵ and �:

^-Introduction: Given ↵ and �, we can infer (↵ ^ �).
^-Elimination: Given (↵ ^ �), we can infer ↵. Equally, we can infer �.

As noted in the preceding Interlude, we can infer a bare conjunction given both its
conjuncts; and we can infer each conjunct from a conjunction. So our two rules, allowing
us to argue to and from w�s with ‘^’ as their main connective, are evidently faithful to
the meaning of the intended meaning of that connective.

Two particular remarks on the first of these rules:
(i) The inputs ↵ and � used when inferring (↵ ^ �) don’t have to be distinct – so

we are allowed e.g. to appeal to a premiss ‘P’ twice over to derive ‘(P ^ P)’.
(ii) The order in which ↵ and � appear earlier in a proof doesn’t matter: we can

infer (↵ ^ �) either way.
With these points understood, we can display our rules diagramatically and give them
brief labels like this:
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Rules for conjunction

(^I)

↵
...
�
...

(↵^ �)

(^E)
(↵^ �)
...
↵

(↵^ �)
...
�

Our names for these rules are standard. And note how the two rules fit together beautifully.
The (^E) rule enables us to recover from a conjunction (↵^ �) exactly the inputs needed
if we are to use the (^I) rule to argue to that conjunction.

(b) Let’s have a first example of these o�cial rules at work. So consider the argument

A Popper is a philosopher, and so too are both Quine and Russell. Sellars is
a philosopher and Putnam is one too. Hence both Putnam and Quine are
philosophers.

Regimenting this into an appropriate PL language (where ‘P’ means Popper is a philo-

sopher, ‘Q’ means Quine is a philosopher, and so on), A can be rendered as

A
0 (P ^ (Q ^ R)), (S ^ P0) 6 (P0 ^ Q).

We met this argument in the preceding Interlude. So here again is the same truth-
preserving derivation of the conclusion from the premisses, but this time re-presented
in what will be our o�cial style:

(1) (P ^ (Q ^ R)) (Prem)
(2) (S ^ P0) (Prem)
(3) (Q ^ R) (^E 1)
(4) Q (^E 3)
(5) P0 (^E 2)
(6) (P0 ^ Q) (^I 5,4)

This illustrates two basic stylistic choices:
(i) We have used a vertical line against which to align our column of reasoning.
(ii) And we have used a horizontal bar to draw a line under the premisses at the

beginning of our argument.
Both these visual aids are optional but conventional.

We have also introduced on the right a rather laconic style of annotation, again
optional, and again pretty standard in form. ‘Prem’ is self-explanatory. At later lines
which result from the application of a rule of inference, we give the label for the relevant
rule, and then the line number(s) of its input(s). In the case of an application of (^I),
which results in a w� of the form (↵ ^ �), we give the line numbers of the relevant
preceding w�s ↵ and � in that order.
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Note that we could obviously have derived the w�s at lines (4) and (5) in the opposite
order, and still gone on to derive (6). So even the shortest proof from premisses to
conclusion need not be unique.

(c) That was easy! This next example is even easier. The inference
B (P ^ Q) 6 (Q ^ P)

is trivially valid, and has a correspondingly trivial proof:

(1) (P ^ Q) (Prem)
(2) P (^E 1)
(3) Q (^E 1)
(4) (Q ^ P) (^I 3, 2)

And the pattern of proof here can be generalized. Just replace each ‘P’ by ↵, each ‘Q’
by �, and we get a derivation from the w� (↵ ^ �) – whether as an initial premiss or
midway through a longer argument – to the corresponding w� (� ^ ↵).

(d) We have so far adopted just two basic rules for arguing with conjunctions, namely
(^I) and (^E). But we could, with equal intuitive justification, have added other basic
rules, for example the rule (^C) reflecting that conjunction commutes in the sense of
§16.7(c):

^-Commutes: From (↵ ^ �), we can infer (� ^ ↵).
However, we can now see that this third rule would be redundant. Any application of
(^C) could be replaced by a little three-step dance involving (^I) and (^E) instead.
Other possible additional rules for ‘^’ turn out to be similarly redundant.

There would be nothing wrong about adding (^C) or other unnecessary but truth-
preserving rules to our deduction system for propositional logic. Elegant economy of
basic rules is a major virtue for a proof system but it isn’t the only virtue; there can be
countervailing reasons for adding a strictly-speaking redundant rule (we will in fact do
so at the beginning of the next chapter). But there aren’t any strong reasons for adding
any other basic^-rules, perfectly natural and reliable though they might be. So we won’t.

17.2 Rules for negation

(a) We need next to introduce rules governing negation – and things now do get a little
more interesting! So consider the following informal argument:

C Popper didn’t write a logic book. Hence it isn’t the case that both Popper
and Quine wrote a logic book.

This is valid. Why? Here is a natural line of reasoning, spelt out in painful detail:
Our premiss is that Popper didn’t write a logic book. Now temporarily suppose that
both Popper and Quine did write a logic book. Then, trivially, we’ll be committed
to saying Popper in particular did write a logic book. But that directly contradicts
our premiss. Hence our temporary supposition leads to absurdity and has to be
rejected. So it isn’t the case that both Popper and Quine wrote a logic book.
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Here we are, of course, deploying a reductio ad absurdum (RAA) inference of the kind
we first met back in §4.5. In other words, we are making a supposition or temporary
assumption for the sake of argument. We find that the assumption leads to absurdity,
given our background premiss(es). So we drop or discharge that temporary assumption,
and conclude that it has to be false after all.

Let’s now transpose all this into a formal mode.

(b) Argument C can be rendered into a PL language with the obvious glossary, giving
us the simple

C
0 ¬P 6 ¬(P ^ Q).

And we can replicate as follows the natural line of reasoning we used a moment ago:

(1) ¬P (Prem)
(2) (P ^ Q) (new temporary assumption)
(3) P (^E 2)
(4) ] (contradiction! – from 3 and 1)
(5) ¬(P ^ Q) (by RAA, using the subproof 2–4)

It should be intuitively clear enough what is going on here, but let’s spell things out
carefully, beginning with a general point.

(i) In a proof, we can at any point make a new temporary assumption for the sake
of argument – so long as we very clearly signal what we are doing. And if
this isn’t to become a permanent new premiss, we will later need to drop or
discharge that assumption. When we drop an assumption, we can of course no
longer use it or its implications as inputs to further inferences.

Next, two comments about our stylistic choices in displaying our formal proof:
(ii) The overall layout of the proof follows the convention already informally

introduced in §4.5. So when we make a new temporary assumption for the
sake of argument, we mark this clearly by indenting the line of argument one
column to the right. We thereby start what we will call a subproof.

When we decide to finish a subproof, we shift the line of argument back

one column to the left. At this point, we say the assumption at the head of the
subproof has been discharged.

This elegant column-shifting layout for handling temporary assumptions is
primarily due to Frederic Fitch in his Symbolic Logic (1952).

(iii) We have decorated the proof by using another vertical line to mark the new
column for our indented subproof. This line starts against our new temporary
assumption, and continues for as long as the assumption remains in play.
(Compare: the initial premiss is in play throughout the argument, and so the
vertical line starting against that premiss continues for the length of the whole
proof.) We have used another horizontal bar to draw a line under the temporary
assumption at the beginning of the indented subproof.

Again, in using these standard visual aids, we are following Fitch.
Next a comment on the role of ‘]’:
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(iv) We use ‘]’ to mark that we have got to a point in our proof where (for some
w� ↵) we have both ↵ and ¬↵ in play, both available as inputs to inferences.

For us, this absurdity sign is not a w� (and so it can’t appear as part of a
w� either). It is more like a special sort of exclamation mark – you can read
it as ‘Contradiction!’ or ‘Absurd!’.

And this is how we implement (RAA) in our proof system:
(v) Suppose we have a subproof which (i) begins with some w� ↵, temporarily

assumed to be true for the sake of argument, and which (ii) ends in absurdity.
In other words, with the assumption ↵ still live, we get to a point where we
can declare ‘]’ (marking that two contradictory w�s are available). We then
terminate the subproof, discharging the temporary assumption ↵, moving back
one column to the left. We can then appeal to that subproof to infer ¬↵.

In our example, the temporary assumption is ‘(P ^ Q)’. Given that assumption, we soon
have ‘P’ and ‘¬P’ both in play. So we can declare ‘Absurd!’, drop our assumption, and
(because it leads to absurdity) we can – correctly! – infer that its negation must be true.

(c) For another example, one requiring a slightly longer proof, consider the argument
D Popper is from Vienna. It isn’t the case that both Popper and Quine are

Viennese. The same goes for Popper and Russell: they aren’t both from
Vienna. Hence both Quine and Russell are not Viennese.

This is valid. For suppose Quine were from Vienna – then both Popper and Quine would
be Viennese, contradicting the second premiss. So Quine isn’t Viennese. Similarly
suppose Russell were from Vienna – then both Popper and Russell would be Viennese,
contradicting the third premiss. So Russell isn’t Viennese either. Hence, as we want,
both Quine and Russell are not Viennese.

With the obvious glossary for ‘P’, ‘Q’ and ‘R’, we can transcribe our informal argument
into a PL language as follows:

D
0 P, ¬(P ^ Q), ¬(P ^ R) 6 (¬Q ^ ¬R).

And we can then mirror our easy informal proof as a formal PL proof:

(1) P (Prem)
(2) ¬(P ^ Q) (Prem)
(3) ¬(P ^ R) (Prem)
(4) Q (Assn)
(5) (P ^ Q) (^I 1, 4)
(6) ] (Abs 5, 2)
(7) ¬Q (RAA 4–6)
(8) R (Assn)
(9) (P ^ R) (^ 1, 9)

(10) ] (Abs 9, 3)
(11) ¬R (RAA 8–10)
(12) (¬Q ^ ¬R) (^ 7, 11)
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We have added to our repertoire of laconic annotations in a straightforward way. ‘Assn’
marks, unsurprisingly, a temporary assumption starting a subproof. A reductio inference
is marked by ‘RAA’ together with the line numbers of the beginning and end of the
relevant subproof. And ‘Abs’ marks that we are declaring a contradiction, and we give
the line numbers of the relevant contradictory w�s ↵ and ¬↵, in that order.

Two comments about the significance of the layout here.
(i) Note that we can infer ‘(P ^ Q)’ at line (5) even though we have shifted

columns after the initial premiss ‘P’. When we moved a column to the right,
we added the new temporary assumption ‘Q’; but we remain committed to
the three original premisses, so we can still invoke one of them.

(ii) It is when moving columns in the other direction that we have to be really
careful; for then we are dropping the commitment to a temporary assumption
and its implications. For example, our temporary assumption ‘Q’ made at line
(4) is discharged after line (6) – and then it is no longer in play, no longer
available to be used as an input to further inferences. But later at line (8)
another assumption is made and becomes newly available to be used, e.g. in
the inference which gets us to line (9).

For more about how w�s can go in and out of play in a proof as temporary assumptions
are made and discharged, see §17.4.

(d) Let’s summarize the negation rules (RAA) and (Abs) which we have met so far.

Reductio ad absurdum: Given a finished subproof starting with the temporary
assumption ↵ and concluding ‘]’, we can infer ¬↵.
The absurdity rule: Given w�s ↵ and ¬↵, we can declare that a contradiction has
been reached by adding ‘]’.

We can alternatively think of (RAA) as a ¬-introduction rule, i.e. we can treat it as our
basic rule for arguing to a conclusion with ‘¬’ as its main connective. Thought of like
this, what is the corresponding ¬-elimination rule that allows us to recover from ¬↵
what we needed in arguing to ¬↵ when using (RAA)? Our ¬-elimination rule will tell
us that if we have ¬↵, then – assuming we got there by (RAA) – there is a proof from ↵
to absurdity. But that in e�ect is just what the absurdity rule (Abs) says: given ¬↵, then
if we have ↵ as well, we get ‘]’. So (Abs) becomes our ¬-elimination rule, telling us
how to argue from an input with ‘¬’ as its main connective.

17.3 A double negation rule

Our first two ¬-rules are intuitively faithful to our understanding of negation. Do we
need any other rules?

Given our classical understanding of negation as truth-value-flipping, a w� and
its double negation are equivalent; and so we will want to be able to establish this
equivalence in our PL proof system. So pause to consider: (a) is there a proof of ‘¬¬P’
from ‘P’ using our current rules? (b) Is there a proof of ‘P’ from ‘¬¬P’?
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‘(Q _ R)’. Hence – and this is the important point to see – we will now have to embed
another proof by cases (inside the main one), with two new subproofs each aiming at
the same conclusion ‘((P _ Q) _ R)’.

With these guiding thoughts in mind, however, a finished proof is now quite easily
found (just make sure you understand the strategy):

(1) (P _ (Q _ R)) (Prem)
(2) P (Assn)
(3) (P _ Q) (_I 3)
(4) ((P _ Q) _ R) (_I 4)
(5) (Q _ R) (Assn)
(6) Q (Assn)
(7) (P _ Q) (_I 6)
(8) ((P _ Q) _ R) (_I 7)
(9) R (Assn)

(10) ((P _ Q) _ R) (_I 9)
(11) ((P _ Q) _ R) (_E 5, 6–8, 9–10)
(12) ((P _ Q) _ R) (_E 1, 2–4, 5–11)

18.4 Liberalizing the elimination rule

(a) We turn next to discuss so-called disjunctive syllogism inferences. Informally, these
are inferences where we take a disjunction and the negation of one disjunct, and then
infer the other disjunct. Thus from A or B and Not-A we can infer B; and equally, from
A or B and Not-B we can infer A. Given our standard understanding of negation and
disjunction, such inferences are certainly valid (see argument B in §1.3).

So consider a formal instance, e.g.

H (P _ Q), ¬P 6 Q

How can we derive the conclusion from the premisses by a PL proof, using just our
current rules of inference? We will need a proof by cases, shaped like this:

(P _ Q) (Prem)
¬P (Prem)

P (Assn)
...

Q

Q (Assn)
...

Q

Q (_E, from the first premiss and the two subproofs)
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Filling in the second subproof takes no work – it is just an iteration step. But what about
the first subproof? In that subproof we have the initial premiss ‘¬P’ and also now the
temporary assumption ‘P’ both available. So we could at this point fill in some explosive
argument (e.g. one like H in §17.6) to derive anything we want, including of course ‘Q’:

(P _ Q) (Prem)
¬P (Prem)

P (Assn)
... (Some explosive derivation!)
Q

Q (Assn)
Q (Iter)

Q (_E)
With the dots filled in somehow, this is the sort of proof for a disjunctive syllogism that
we do typically encounter in expositions of Fitch-style natural deduction systems (often,
the Ex Falso Quodlibet (EFQ) rule considered in §17.6(c) is appealed to). But isn’t this
a strangely unnatural(!) way of proceeding?

(b) Since our proof system allows explosive inferences, it can’t be wrong for us to use
Explosion here. But return to informal argumentation for a moment. Assume you believe
that A or B holds. Then suppose you discover that the first disjunct is inconsistent with
something else you already accept, X . In this case, don’t you now simply rule out the first
option A, and immediately conclude that B, without any further fuss? You most certainly
don’t ordinarily think that you have to pause to show, by some explosive inference, that
A plus X together entail B!

At the moment, our _-elimination rule tells us
Given (↵ _ �), a subproof from the temporary assumption ↵ to �, and also a
subproof from the temporary assumption � to �, we can infer �.

But, given what we have just said, if we want to stay close to ordinary ways of reasoning,
it looks as if we should liberalize our rule by adding a second clause:

Given (↵ _ �), a subproof from one of the disjuncts as temporary assumption to �
and also a subproof from the other disjunct to absurdity, we can still infer �.

And then our proof for H can be swiftly and naturally(!) completed by appeal to this
second clause, without any tricksy explosive inference:

(1) (P _ Q) (Prem)
(2) ¬P (Prem)
(3) P (Assn)
(4) ] (Abs 3, 2)
(5) Q (Assn)
(6) Q (Iter 6)
(7) Q (_E 1, 3–4, 5–6)
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The proof-strategy here obviously generalizes again: we can similarly warrant any PL

disjunctive syllogism of the form (↵ _ �),¬↵ 6 �, or any inference of the form
(↵ _ �),¬� 6 ↵.

(c) For another example, consider the following informal argument.
I Polly and Quentin are both married. So it isn’t the case that either Polly is

unmarried or that Quentin is.
How would we informally show that this inference is valid? We could argue like this.

Suppose for a moment the opposite of the conclusion, i.e. that either Polly is
unmarried or Quentin is unmarried. But the first case is ruled out by our initial
premiss, which tells us that Polly is married. So, given our supposition, Quentin
is unmarried. But that is also ruled out by our initial premiss. So our disjunctive
supposition leads to absurdity. Therefore it has to be rejected.
Using the obvious glossary, here is a formal version of I (giving us another instance

of one of De Morgan’s laws):
I
0 (P ^ Q) 6 ¬(¬P _ ¬Q).

And we can replicate our informal line of reasoning as follows:

(1) (P ^ Q) (Prem)
(2) (¬P _ ¬Q) (Assn)
(3) ¬P (Assn)
(4) P (^E 1)
(5) ] (Abs 4, 3)
(6) ¬Q (Assn)
(7) ¬Q (Iter 6)
(8) ¬Q (_E 2, 3–5, 6–7)
(9) Q (^E 1)

(10) ] (Abs 9, 8)
(11) ¬(¬P _ ¬Q) (RAA 4,10)

(d) Just for fun(!) – and with a reminder that what really matters here is proof-
understanding, not proof-discovery – let’s have a third, somewhat trickier, example of
our liberalized elimination rule in use. So take the following inference:

J Either Polly is unmarried or Roland is married. But at least one of Polly
and Quentin is married. And it’s not true that Quentin is married while
Sebastian isn’t. So either Roland or Sebastian is married.

This is valid. For consider cases from the second premiss. Suppose Polly is married
– then, by the first premiss, Roland is married, and hence he or Sebastian is married.
Suppose alternatively that Quentin is married – then, by the third premiss Sebastian is
married too, and hence Roland or he is married. In both cases we get our conclusion.

Formalizing, the argument we want to consider is:
J
0 (¬P _ R), (P _ Q), ¬(Q ^ ¬S) 6 (R _ S).
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Note, we have in fact already met J
0 – it was E in §15.5 where we showed it to be valid

by the truth-table test. And we can turn our informal proof by cases for J’s validity into
a Fitch-style proof warranting J

0 as follows:

(1) (¬P _ R) (Prem)
(2) (P _ Q) (Prem)
(3) ¬(Q ^ ¬S) (Prem)
(4) P (Assn)
(5) ¬P (Assn)
(6) ] (Abs 5,4)
(7) R (Assn)
(8) (R _ S) (_I 7)
(9) (R _ S) (_E 1, 5–6, 7–8)

(10) Q (Assn)
(11) ¬S (Assn)
(12) (Q ^ ¬S) (^I 10, 11)
(13) ] (Abs 12, 3)
(14) ¬¬S (RAA 11–13
(15) S (DN 14)
(16) (R _ S) (_I 15)
(17) (R _ S) (_E 2, 4–9, 10–16)

Again, check through the proof and make sure you understand both the strategy and the
individual steps.

18.5 Reviewing the disjunction rules

We know that there are proofs using our rules warranting both these inferences:
P 6 (P _ Q),
(P _ Q), ¬P 6 Q.

The first proof involves a trivial application of (_I); the second is, as we saw, an easy
application of our liberalized version of (_E). Paste these proofs together in the obvious
way, and we get a proof for the validity of the explosive inference

P ,¬P 6 Q.
Hence the situation is as follows:

(i) Given our original, more restricted, version of (_E), we can derive any instance
of disjunctive syllogism; but that needs us to make an explosive inference to
complete the proof.

(ii) We can alternatively use our liberalized version of (_E) to derive instances of
disjunctive syllogism more naturally, without appeal to an explosive inference.
Then (_E) can itself be used to derive instances of Explosion too.
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Either way, in the presence of the other rules, we can prove all the same things. But
using our liberalized (_E) does seem the happier way to handle disjunctions.

So here again are our rules for arguing to and from w�s with ‘_’ as their main
connective, packaging together the two clauses of the liberalized elimination rule into a
single statement. Then we give diagrammatic versions:

_-Introduction: Given ↵, we can infer (↵ _ �) for any �. Equally, given �, we can
infer (↵ _ �) for any ↵.
_-Elimination: Given (↵ _ �), a finished subproof from the temporary assumption
↵ to � or ‘]’, and also a finished subproof from the temporary assumption � to �
or ‘]’ – with at least one subproof ending with � – we can infer �.

(_I)
↵
...

(↵_ �)

�
...

(↵_ �)
(_E)

(↵_ �)
...

↵
...

�/]

�
...

�/]
�

At least one
subproof ends
with �

Strictly speaking, we don’t require the subproofs for an application of (_E) to appear
in the order diagrammed, nor require one to appear immediately after the other. But in
practice, that’s the usual layout. And we don’t need the subproofs to be placed just one
column to the right of the disjunction either. Note for example the application of (_E)
at line (9) in our proof for J

0: as required, the invoked disjunction and the two subproofs
are all available then, and that is what matters.

Is our liberalized _-elimination rule still in harmony with the _-introduction rule?
We will have to leave that question hanging: for it is open to debate how best to pin
down the desirable harmonious ‘fit’ between introduction and elimination rules.

18.6 Theorems

(a) Consider next the following little proof. We start with no premisses, but then make
a temporary assumption for the sake of argument to get K:

(1)
(2) (P ^ ¬P) (Assn)
(3) P (^E)
(4) ¬P (^E)
(5) ] (Abs )
(6) ¬(P ^ ¬P) (DN 9)
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(c) Here is another parallel between entailment and provability. Recall from §15.7(b)
that we can define tautological entailment in terms of tautological inconsistency. Thus,
↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ✏ � if and only if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are tautologically inconsistent.

Suppose we now introduce a notion of syntactic inconsistency, where some w�s are
syntactically inconsistent if there is a proof from them as premisses to absurdity. Then
↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` � if and only if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are syntactically inconsistent.

Why does that hold?
Well, if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` �, then from the premisses ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� we can get to

both � and ¬� and hence to absurdity.
Conversely, if there is a proof from ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� to absurdity, then there will

be a proof from ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n and the temporary assumption ¬� to absurdity. So using
(RAA) we can discharge the temporary assumption and argue from ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n to
¬¬� and hence �.

19.5 Soundness and completeness

(a) We won’t consider any more examples of how facts about provability match facts
about tautological entailment, case by case. For we can now show that the two sorts of
fact must always march in step. As announced in the preamble to the chapter, we have
the following two very general results.

First, and crucially,

Our PL proof system is sound: if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` �, then ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ✏ �.
As a special case, if ` � then ✏ �.

So our proof system is indeed trustworthy: a completed derivation of some w� from
given premisses is indeed always a proof, showing that the conclusion really does follow
from the premisses. And if a w� is a theorem, then it is indeed always logically true.
(It is only a mild annoyance that ‘sound’ is used in elementary logic in two di�erent
ways – to say of a particular argument that it has true premisses and makes a valid
inference move, and to say of a formal proof system that its demonstrations are reliably
truth-preserving. This double use of the word is unlikely to cause confusion.)

Secondly, we have the converse result:

Our PL proof system is complete: if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ✏ �, then ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` �.
As a special case, if ✏ � then ` �.

In other words, there are no more ‘missing rules’ in our PL system. Given a tautologically
valid PL inference, we can always derive its conclusion from the premisses by a proof
in the system as it stands.

(b) Over the next two sections, we will see – at last in outline – why these results hold.
But before that, some general comments. First, then, on the idea of a soundness.
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So far we have only introduced one family of formal languages, PL languages. And we
defined a suitable notion of validity-in-virtue-of-logical-structure for inferences framed
in a PL language, namely tautological validity. We have since introduced a Fitch-style
framework for proving conclusions from premisses in a PL language. And the aim of
our PL proof system all along has been to enable us to establish that various inferences
are valid without going through the palaver of a truth-table test. So, obviously enough,
we do essentially require our PL proof system to be sound. It would be Very Bad News
if our proof system led us astray and pretended to validate inferences that aren’t valid!

As promised in the last Interlude, we are soon going to introduce another family of
formal languages, QL languages, for regimenting quantificational inferences. We will
define a suitable notion of validity-in-virtue-of-logical-structure for inferences framed
in a QL language, namely q-validity. We then extend our Fitch-style framework to enable
us to prove conclusions from premisses in a QL language. Again, we will want to be able
to rely on the so-called proofs. – i.e. we will require every derivation of a conclusion
from premisses to be q-valid, making our QL proofs sound in the relevant sense.

And so it goes. Beyond the scope of this book, there are other families of logical
languages with di�erent types of semantics, and there will be correspondingly di�erent
definitions of validity-in-virtue-of-logical-structure for inferences in such languages. We
will typically be interested in deductive systems for arguing formally in such languages.
And there will be many options other than Fitch-style systems. But we always want our
deductive systems to be reliable, i.e. we always want a ‘proved’ conclusion to validly
follow from the given premisses (in the appropriate sense of validity). In short, we will
always want to be able to establish that our proof-systems are sound in the relevant way.

(c) Completeness, however, is another matter. Of course, it is great if we can find a nice
tidy formal proof-system for a given class of logical languages in which it is possible to
derive all the valid inferences. And we can do this for tautologically valid inferences in
PL languages. We can, it turns out, also do this for q-valid inferences in QL languages.
But we can’t do it across the board. Roughly speaking, some logical languages are too
‘infinitary’ for the relevant notion of validity to be fully captured by a finitely specifiable
formal deductive system. However, that has to be a story for another time, in some more
advanced discussion! For the moment, we will just say: completeness in a proof system
is highly desirable, but is not always obtainable once we move beyond the elementary
logics which are our topic in this book.

(d) An important third point. What you should take away from this chapter is an
understanding of the claims that our PL proof system is sound and is complete. But,
as far as the rest of this book is concerned, you do not need to know how we establish

these claims to be true. We will give outline proofs because they are not di�cult and
they involve neat ideas which will appeal to some readers. But you can safely skip them.

19.6 How to prove soundness

(a) To keep things really clear, we should emphasize again that there are two sorts
of proof in play here. Inside PL, there are formal proofs built in accordance with our
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proof-building rules as codified earlier. Then, standing outside our formal system, there
are various informal mathematical proofs about those PL proofs. A soundness proof, in
particular, is a proof in the second sense, a metatheoretical demonstration that proofs in
the first sense are reliably truth-preserving.

(b) So how do we demonstrate that our proof system is sound? To save considering
cases with and without premisses separately, remember we can think of a tautology as
a tautological entailment from no premisses – see the remark at the beginning of §16.2.
Then here is the Basic Idea:

(1) Think of a line of a proof as good if either the w� on that line really is
tautologically entailed by the currently active premisses/assumptions (if any)
or else, if there is ‘]’ is on that line, a declaration of absurdity really is justified
because the active premisses/assumptions are inconsistent.

(2) We show that the first (non-blank) line of any proof is good (that’s trivial!).
(3) Then we show that every permissible way of extending a proof that is good

line-by-line-so-far keeps it virtuous for another line (this involves checking
through the di�erent ways we can add lines).

(4) Since the first line of a proof is good, and legitimately extending it keeps it
good at each step, every line in a completed proof is good.

(5) Hence in particular the last line of a properly constructed proof which finishes
with a w� � is good. But there are no temporary assumptions left active at the
end of a proof, just the premisses. So this means that these premisses (if any)
do tautologically entail the conclusion �. QED.

(And as a bonus result, if the entry at the last line is ‘]’, then the initial
premisses are inconsistent.)

This is neat and is, in fact, the entirely standard way of proving soundness for any formal
logical system. The skeleton all-purpose version: we show that a proof is good-in-the-end
by showing it is good through-and-through; and we show it is good through-and-through
by showing that a proof which is good-so-far must remain good-so-far when we extend
it another stage by following some proof-building rule. (What counts as a proof-building
stage and what counts as being ‘good’ and will of course di�er from proof system to
proof system.)

(c) Completing our outline soundness proof for the PL proof system means, in partic-
ular, filling in all the details at the crucial step (3). We need to show e.g. that if we apply
a rule of inference using as input a w� from a previously good line, we get another good
line. For example, suppose we have (↵ ^ �) earlier, on a good line and hence entailed
by the then active premisses/conclusions. Then we can use (^E) and infer ↵: and that
will be entailed by the later active premisses/conclusions, giving us a good line.

It is only mildly fiddly to show rule by rule that adding to proof which is good-so-far
by using one of the inference rules always gives us another good line. Let’s therefore
relegate these details to an Appendix, so as not to obscure the Basic Idea. As so often
with a mathematical argument – and that’s what a soundness proof is – by far the most
important thing is to grasp the Basic Idea. The rest is, as they say, just joining up the
dots.
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19.7 How to prove completeness

The soundness proof relies on a very common mathematical idea. We show that some
structure which is built up stage by stage (in our case, a proof) has some Nice Property
at each stage – because the construction rules preserve Niceness – and we conclude that
the structure therefore ends up still having the Nice Property. So there is a sense in which
the soundness proof is quite routine. Our completeness proof is more exciting because
it involves a distinctly novel Basic Idea.

(There are other completeness proofs that work at the level of propositional logic: but
we here outline a line of argument using a Basic Idea which can, in a modified version,
be carried over to provide completeness proofs for other logical systems.)

(a) As a preliminary step, we will massage the statement of the completeness theorem
for our PL proof system into an equivalent version. So, recall,

(i) The completeness theorem says: if↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ✏ �, then↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` �
(allowing the case n = 0).

(ii) But ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ✏ � if and only if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are tautologically
inconsistent. (See §15.7(b).)

(iii) And ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n ` � if and only if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are syntactically
inconsistent. (See earlier in this chapter, §19.4(c).)

(iv) Hence the completeness theorem is equivalent to: if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are
tautologically inconsistent, then ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are syntactically inconsis-
tent. Which is in turn equivalent to: if ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are syntactically
consistent, then ↵1, ↵2, . . . , ↵n,¬� are tautologically consistent.

Given the definition of tautological consistency, this means that to establish the com-
pleteness theorem it is enough to prove the following:

(C) If some PL w�s are syntactically consistent (i.e. if we can’t prove absurdity
from them), then there is a valuation of their atoms which makes them all true
together.

(b) As a second preliminary step, consider the following table:

w� type truthmaker(s)

(↵ ^ �) ↵, �
¬(↵ ^ �) one of ¬↵ or ¬�
(↵ _ �) one of ↵ or �
¬(↵ _ �) ¬↵, ¬�
¬¬↵ ↵

On the left, we list the types of PL w� that are not simply atoms or negations of atoms.
(There are just five types, because such a w� either has ‘^’ or ‘_’ as its main connective;
or it is of the form ¬� and then � can have ‘^’, ‘_’ or ‘¬’ as its main connective.)

Then, on the right, for each type, we give its truthmaker(s): that is to say, we give
simpler w�(s) which, if true, make the corresponding more complex w� true. For
example, to make (↵ ^ �) true, we require that both ↵ and � are true. While to make
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¬(↵ ^ �) true it is enough that one of ↵ and � is false, i.e. that one of ¬↵ and ¬� is
true. And so on.

(c) And now for the Basic Idea of our completeness proof.
(1) We start with some w�s which are syntactically consistent. Now we want

to add in truthmakers for any of the w�s which aren’t atoms or negations
of atoms (we add both required truthmakers for conjunctions and negated
disjunctions, and one truthmaker for disjunctions, negated conjunctions, and
double negations). We can do this while preserving syntactic consistency.

Then we can similarly add to the w�s truthmakers for the truthmakers, still
preserving syntactic consistency. And we keep on going.

Since at each step we add simpler w�s, the process terminates: and we
end up with a saturated syntactically consistent set – i.e. a set saturated with
truthmakers. For every w� in the set which is of one of the five complex forms,
there will be some simpler truthmaker(s) for it in the set.

(2) Now we show that if a set of w�s is syntactically consistent and saturated,
then there is a valuation of atoms which makes the w�s all true.

By consistency, an atom and its negation can’t both appear in the set. So
choose the valuation which makes the naked atoms in the set all true, and
makes the other relevant atoms all false, and hence any negated atoms in the
set true.

So the shortest w�s in the set will all be true on this valuation. But these
w�s will make the next more complex w�s all true (because the shortest w�s
have been put in the set to be their truthmakers!). And these complex w�s are
truthmakers for the next more complex w�s, so they are all true in turn, and
so on up. Hence all the w�s in the saturated syntactically consistent set are
true on our chosen valuation. So these w�s are tautologically consistent.

(3) Hence, by (1) a given syntactically consistent set of w�s can be beefed up to
become a saturated syntactically consistent set of w�s, and by (2) the larger
set is tautologically consistent. But that means that the original w�s we start
o� with (which form just part of that set) are tautologically consistent too.

Which proves (C) and hence completeness!

(d) To fill out this outline proof, we need to confirm the key claim in (1), that given
some w�s which are syntactically consistent we can always add in truthmakers for
them while preserving consistency. For example, if we have (↵ ^ �) in a syntactically
consistent set, then the set will plainly stay consistent if we throw in ↵ and � as well.

Checking through the cases for the other four sorts of complex w� is easy enough.
We can always add some truthmaker(s) preserving consistency (though our proof won’t
tell us which one to choose when there is a choice of truthmakers for a disjunction or
negated conjunction, only that at least one must preserve consistency).

You won’t miss anything exciting if we again leave the details to an Appendix. For
as with the soundness proof, the important thing is to grasp the very elegant Basic Idea
here.


